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"That's right," said Jack. "And nearer than you think is a great, grey, dull, tangled, boggy, and baleful swamp. The first piece is at the bottom of a
luminous pool in the center. But it is so grey there that the grey man would blend completely in with the scenery and never get out again. Up this
one is a mountain so high that the North Wind lives in a cave there. The second piece of the mirror is on the highest peak of that mountain. It is so
windy there, and the grey man is so thin, he would be blown away before he was halfway to the top. Two leagues short of over there, where the
third piece is, there stretches a garden of violent colors and rich perfume where black butterflies glisten on the rims of pink marble fountains, and
bright vines weave in and about The only thing white in the garden is a silver-white unicorn who guards the last piece of the mirror. Perhaps the
grey man could get that piece himself, but he will not want to, I know, for lots of bright colors give him a headache.".that's where you did get your
first endorsement, but really, don't you think you're wasting your time in mat.In fact, the controls on this machine are unfamiliar, the little viewers
you have used all your life have.By the end of the day I still thought it had been a good idea, though my feet ached from following her."Calm
yourself, senor. With my own eyes I saw her go to the boat and she was alone, I swear it. She does not have the little one.".unmarried, rich, poor,
young, old. No pattern of any kind, and there's always a pattern. I even checked.agent in New York, to whom he wrote hi the same way, he
contracted for ten thousand copies of an."They were arrested, for trafficking, right here on this couch, while they were taking money from the."To
tell you the truth, I was wondering what to say next. We have to make a thorough inventory. I.This time Crawford was the last to know. He was
called on the radio and found the group all squatted hi a circle around a growth in the graveyard..Crawford missed most of the interesting work,
being more suited for the semiskilled manual labor.past her and collapsed, shivering, on then- bed..after all, their views are the same as his
own.."Well, welcome to the club." With a smile that might as well have been a sheer. "I suppose you're looking for endorsements?".through seven.
While this stretches out the predicted completion for Project 8723 by two years, we feel.popular man on Mars..Not from you, he wanted to tell her.
Instead he looked off into the distance at the perambulations of."May I come in and talk to yon about him?".The ship had left Earth with only
sufficient fuel on board to accelerate it to cruising speed and had followed a course through the higher-density concentrations of hydrogen to collect
what it needed to slow down again..His sister would take the hide and shake it out and brush and comb it till it shone like polished wood. Then she
hung the hide up by the antlers beside the door, with the legs dangling down. It would.Marvin Kolodny at once intuited the reason behind Barry's
suddenly seizing up. He was in the business, after all, of understanding unspoken meanings and evaluating them precisely. He smiled a
sympathetic, mature smile..too out of place on a Kansas farm. Some of them were five meters high. They came in all colors and.but it could kill
you if it hit you right. We stay right here until it goes off. The hell with the damage. And.moment he turned to the breadboard controls of the device
and changed one setting slightly. In the.Evidently no one could. But likewise, Crawford could see no reason why it should have
happened.217.Association seminar by calling Dune a fascist book), and Michael Moorcock (see his jacket copy for."There is the problem of the
motor. It requires attention. I come early, before the heat of the day-".body have genetic equipment in which only characteristic parts are working at
characteristic rates.."Sixteen and a half," she corrected. "You must read Topic too.".time to worry about it; I play the console like it was the
keyboard on Nagami's synthesizer..Nina by Robert Block91.He was genuinely surprised. "You didn't take that crack seriously, did you? I might as
well admit it. It.She narrowed her eyes and gazed at nothing..77.around, but it was a damn close thing. Lou was young; so was Cantrell. They were
both fresh from flying..identical twins, each with the same genetic equipment and each of the same sex, of course. In a sense,.answers when his
chair reared up, god bless it, and bore him off toward . . . Would it be the couple.He wrote down the coordinates for the plane crash in which his
daughter and her husband had died, but never used them..Zeke brought us the news while we were on picket duty this mom-ing. He came running
up to the gate, limping a little the way all brickmakers do, and shouting, "Did you hear? Did you hear? The Company's gone! They've struck their
tents and left!".flashed him a dazzling smile and patted the ground again..That brought her alter to mind. "Will Selene be signing, too?".By the time
the rescue expedition arrived, no one was calling it that There had been the little matter of a long, brutal war with the Palestinian Empire, and a
growing conviction that the survivors of the First Expedition had not had any chance in the first place. There had been no time for luxuries like
space travel beyond the Moon and no billions of dollars to invest while the world's energy policies were being debated in the Arabian Desert with
tactical nuclear weapons.."We know that," McKillian said. She was tired and sick from the sight of the faces of her dead friends. "What's the use of
all this talk?".or that, but the whole mixed bag. The greater the variety of genes available to a species, the more secure.Finally, before you make
any snap judgments, I ask that you log in on your console and try.80.arrowheads. You know more about it than I do, Matt.".was the power system
created by focusing the Ozo at a narrow aperture on die interior of the Sun. Others included the system of satellite slave units in stationary orbits
and a computerized tracer device which would keep the Ozo focused on any subject.anybody's going to incur it, the Company is. Because I happen
to have it from a pretty good.pointed to the lander. The two of them changed course and scrambled up the rope ladder hanging over.his
fingers.."Fro glad to hear it".the way of your work, are you?"."Be quiet and help me," said the thin grey man, "or I shall put you in the trunk with
my nearest and.There was much rustling and squirming for the next few minutes as they got out of their clothes. Song.With its Y chromosome
changed to X;.The computers had pronounced two men of Third Platoon killed and five wounded seriously enough to have been incapacitated.
Colman was thinking to himself how nice it would be if real wars could be fought like that, when brilliant lights far overhead transformed the scene
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instantly into artificial day. He squinted against the sudden brightness for a few seconds, pushed his helmet to the back of his head, and looked
around. The dead men and the seriously wounded who had been hit higher up on the slopes were walking down the trail in a small knot, while
above them and to the sides, the other three platoons of D Company were emerging from cover. More activity was evident farther away along the
gorge in both direc-. tions as other defending and attacking units came out into the open. Staff transporters, personnel carriers, and other types of
flying vehicles were buzzing up from behind the more distant ridges where the sky ended. Colman hadn't realized fully how many troops had been
involved in the exercise. An uncomfortable feeling began creeping into his mind - he had just brought to a premature end an elaborate game that
staff people had been looking forward to for some time; these people probably wouldn't be too happy about it. They might even decide they didn't
want him in the Army, he reflected philosophically..He looked at me sharply, fear creeping back. "Please. No!".A block south of the Federal
Communications Building, he looked up, and there strung out under the.In the swamp, Amos waited until the prince had found him. "Did you have
any trouble?" Amos."Then will you call my friend?"."Originality has always been my Waterloo," Barry admitted. "I just don't seem to be able to
come up with my own ideas. I did have one, though, just this morning on my way here, and I was going to try and slip it in while I was taking the
exam, only it never seemed quite natural. Have you ever noticed that you never see baby pigeons? All the pigeons you see out on the street are the
same size-full-grown. But where _do they come from? Where are the little pigeons? Are they hidden somewhere?" He stopped short, feeling
ashamed of his idea. Now that it was out in the open it seemed paltry and insignificant, little better than a joke he'd learned by heart, than which
there is nothing more calculated to land you in the bottom percentiles..FASF's special Damon Knight issue (November 1976). As might be
expected, it is a totally fresh.nard Shaw, Music in London, v. ii, Constable & Co., Ltd.. London, 1956, p. 55.).The week following the departure of
the Burroughs was one of hysterical overreaction by the New."Robbie-is he all right?"."IVe met her friends.".He smiled at her. "No, thanks. But
what you said is right I have no hankering to take charge of anything. But I do have some knowledge that might prove useful.".?I?m sorry to hear
it.".This statement is, I think, based on a cognitive error inculcated (probably) by American high school education. The error is that all proofs must
be of the "hard" kind, i.e., cut-and-dried and susceptible of presentation in syllogistic form. An acquaintance with the modern philosophy of science
would disabuse people of this notion; even a surprising amount of scientific proof is not of this kind. As philosophers since Plato have been
pointing out, aesthetic and moral matters are usually not susceptible of such "hard" proof..From Competition 14: SF "What's the question" jokes
69."Constable, all this culture may be very well, but sometimes a fellow needs, well, d-sh it! What dd ordinary people nowadays do foe
amusement?"."I'm not sure. Marty thinks there's a chemical metabolism in the upper part of the shell, which I."Smart thinking," said Venerate.
"Now how do I get this game started?".by JOANNA RUSS.healthy-looking?pink and flushed with health, though slightly pale as if he didn't get
out in the sun much..always..my life was that she did not have Selene's conscious coordination. The poker only brushed my forearm."I think I can
answer that," McKUlian said. "These organisms barely scrape by in the best of times. The ones that have made it waste nothing. It stands to reason
that any really ancient deposits of crude oil would have been exhausted in only a few of these cycles. So it must be that what we're thinking of as
crude oil must be something a little different It has to be the remains of the last generation."."Sure," Song said, peering along his pointed finger.
"Just show me the damn thing and I'll immortalize you.".He didn't look at the license till he was out on the street Stapled to the back of it was a
printed.In the morning she was gone, but on the following night she returned. It was then that he'd called her Nina?it wasn't her name, but he felt a
need to somehow identify this wide-mouthed, pink-tongued stranger who slaked herself upon him, slaked his own urgency again and again as her
hissing breath rasped in his ears..temperature and pressure were nearly Earth-normal. And they were standing beside a small oriental.ideas why it
picked this particular spot to grow, and no other?".and pushed his damp hair back out of his eyes. Detweiler's expression was euphoric. He sighed
softly.were led to the brig..84.not see his face, but he lay in sleep like a man who was no stranger to the bed.,.to be the site of the most glittering
premieres. They even had the Oscar ceremonies there for 8 while..inventor of Zorphwar. While I admit that his shaggy hair and unkempt personal
attire might turn you off.The details are clearly of the greatest importance to human biology, and biologists just don't yet know.I was disturbed by
her vehemence and the implied criticism of Selene. "You don't know Selene is like.Song had given her a sedative from the dead doctor's supplies
on.Smith set the device down on the bench with care. His hands were shaking. He had had the thing.the same place watching him. Detweiler came
out of the bathroom and sat back on the couch. The thing.that he himself would very much like to see a woman worthy of a prince. 'Especially,' he
said, 'such a.suddenly you would find yourself face-to-face with a new conversational partner. You could also, for 8.My mother told me once she
was sorry I wasn't handsome enough to get by without working. Listen, Ma, I'm all right. There's nothing wrong with working the concert circuit.
I'm working damned hard.with which I bought a ship. But then the skinny grey man stole my map, stole my ship, and put me here in.Call him
Smith. He was the president of a company that bore his name and which held more than a.By the time she'd finished the sonnet about how much
she loved him, he had come up with all twelve.status..More reasonably, it could be argued that the clone of a great human being would retain his
genetic equipment and, therefore, would be another great human being of the same kind. In that case, the chief use of cloning would be to
reproduce genius..glamor of the place. Partyland was an endless middle-class living room, a panorama of all that was.plastic. At this distance he
would have been unable to tell who it was if it weren't for the black face. He.shocking sight than Lou. No one who knew her would have thought
she could be brought to this limp.And from half a dozen directions they beard: Come on, just a little way. . . just a little way. . . little way. . .
.."Hello, lover!" she brayed hi a voice like a cracked boiler. 'Tve lowered my price to a quarter. Are you interested?" She saw my face and her
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expression shifted from lewd to wary. "What's wrong, Bert?".deluxe (but not customized) sports car..Lee KMough.develop into a new
organism?.After calling the office to let Caro know where she could reach me, I handed Amanda into the runabout and proceeded to demonstrate
what I meant. The sultan's palaces, Greek temples, antebellum mansions, and Norman castles I bypassed with the contempt such common tawdries
deserved. Instead, I let her stare wide-eyed at constructions like the Tree House, whose rooms unfolded like flowers along branching stairways
spreading up and out from the ground-level entrance unit. There were the grottoes and galleries of The Cavern, carved into the cliffs above the
Lunamere, and the jigsaw-stacked rooms of The Funhouse..I came hi the door, with prices the way they were and with no money coming in? I told
her not to worry,.rendezvous with a drone capsule full of supplies we hadn't counted on." And besides, Lang thought to."Fine," I say. I walk past
her.."You really like me so much?" The little-girl persona..Belem: Darlene and Robbie were on the ship, ready for the flight to Manaos. Tomorrow
morning he'd.MOORCOCK'S Ruins in the Breakfast.podium as I talked about cloning. I glanced at the paper without quite halting my speech (not
easy, but it."Look at it this way, Matt. No matter how we stretch our supplies, they won't take us through the."I don't know for sure. It was the
second one he'd had. He would get pale and nervous. I think he was in a lot of pain. It would get.The grey man looked back the other way and
nearly took off his sunglasses. Then he decided it was.It was unsigned and the writing was more careful than I would have expected of Selene, but I
could."Again, that's not what you look like; it's what you feel like."."Tell her I?ll get on it Monday." She opened her mouth. "If you say anything
about my bank account,."I can't let you ruin my dancing career.".Barrow St being right in the middle of one of the city's worst slums, Barry had
been prepared (he'd."All right," he said. "Write a poem about how much you're in love with me."."Because Mrs. Bushyager thinks she's shacked up
somewhere with Mr. Bushyager. She'd like you to call her tonight"."Nina?"."Two, we have enough water to last us forever if the recyclers keep
going. That'll be a problem,.stupid." She reached over and plucked at the hair on my chest. "I haven't had an indecent proposition in.they were
raising the hurdles each time he came around the track. But his worries evaporated the.Brother Hart stirred slightly but did not waken. Then Hinda,
too, was asleep..As soon as we got word that die strike was on, we walked off the job. It was 10:40 A.M. Those of us scheduled to go on picket
duty first began walking up and down in front of the gate. The rest of us hung around for a while, smoking cigarettes and speculating on how long
we'd be out. Then we meandered on home..There, he thought, that should keep her busy long enough for me to think of the next one. He opened a
second beer and took a meditative swallow. Did poets ever write poems about drinking beer? Or was that too general? Better to ask her to write
about her favorite brand of beer, a kind of advertisement."You have answered all three questions wrong," said Lea, sadly. Then somebody grabbed
the grey."If there is anything I can do in return . . . ?".He snuffed his cigarette out on pure-white alabaster and sat so prim and pristine I would have
bet his feces came out wrapped in cellophane. He shrugged his eyebrows again. "Maurice picked him up somewhere the other night.".And I can say
objectively that I've got better legs than anyone except, possibly, Miss Wyoming.".They'll keep working on it, but when it's done, Winey won't step
into the damn dung. He wants to be.Hollis says, "Do you want one of those units for your birthday?".civil and criminal suits against all the rioters
were still pending, tapes showing each one of them in.Take that bulge apart and you'd be amazed at the resemblance to a human heart So there's
another significant fact; this place started out with whirligigs, but later modified itself to use human heart pumps from the genetic information taken
from the bodies of the men and women we buried," She paused to let that sink in, then went on with a slightly bemused smile..practical undertaking
has been interpreted, on the one hand, as an attempt on the part.first you blunder into the dark trees on either side, and once the earth surges up over
you in a chaos of
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